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A recent New York Attorney General memorandum has shed some light on the gray area of selling
New York condominium units by admitting the potential buyer into the sponsor's entity as an investor
well before the required condominium offering plan is accepted for filing by the AG. The typical
scenario involves a wealthy investor who likes a building site in a hot area and calls the sponsor
offering to invest in the deal in order to get a penthouse condo apartment at an agreed price,
presumably a price much lower than the market price would be when the building is completed. 
While the recent AG memo has a lot of caveats, it can now be said that the arrangement is possible
but the safe harbor offered by the memo specifically requires that "the offerees may without penalty
or additional expense choose not to acquire the condominium unit." What would be considered a
penalty for not buying the unit? Certainly the sponsor could not cause a down payment to be
forfeited. Many questions remain, however, and the legal and practical considerations may make the
use of this structure rare indeed. For example, how do you agree on a price when the investor may
not have final floor plans, finishes, closing date, etc.? Should an investor insist on a closed
construction loan for the project before investing?
In addition, the risk that the project will not be completed and the investment lost will cause many
investors to view the transaction as too fraught. But there may be a business opportunity for a
creative sponsor who is willing to deal with the possible entanglements. That sponsor will also need
to deal with the separate laws governing the sale of securities if offered as part of a "public offering,"
the exact meaning of which is the subject of seven decades of litigation. Public offerings must also
be vetted under one of the exemptions available under the federal securities laws such as Reg D.
Curiously, the recent change in the Reg D general solicitation rules to permit advertising called for
by one of the crowdfunding provisions of the JOBS Act might be used by sponsors to obtain
investors. Could the day come when a sponsor will advertise for investors for the condo project
promising the right to buy a choice unit at a discount? 
It's hard to overstate the legal and practical complications of taking an investor into the sponsor
entity with a right by the investor to buy a condo unit when its constructed. I have done a few of
these over the years and here are some considerations:
1. Will the construction lender permit the sale at the low price while the loan is still outstanding?
2. Will the low price of record chill the prices the public will pay once the plan is accepted for filing by
the AG?
3. What will the investor ask for in the LLC agreement in terms of time frames, construction details,
voting rights, etc.?
4. What happens if the investor does not buy? No construction lender will permit a cash out
distribution to the investor so the investor may have to ride along with the project until the lender is
paid off. 



5. What if the construction details given to the buyer have to change due to field conditions or
permitting issues?
6. What if the project's value skyrockets due to market conditions? Will the investor purposely elect
not to buy the unit to participate in the profits of the offering? Will a punitive buy/sell agreement or a
cap on the investment returns in that case constitute a "penalty or additional expense"?
In today's hot condo market, creative sponsors and buyers may try to tackle these issues but all
parties should make sure they have competent real estate, LLC and securities counsel and be ready
for a trip on the cutting edge. 
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